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(Annapolis, MD) -- Chartering a beautiful yacht for a corporate, social or wedding event is a
beautiful thing at Yacht Charters on the Bay by Watermark and Wedding on the Bay by
Watermark. With a fleet of 6 yachts from 38’ to 99’, Watermark provides elegant, luxurious and fun
venues for any special event. From cocktail parties for clients to birthday dinners for families, from
rehearsal dinners to ceremonial vow exchanges, Watermark and the view of the waters around the
Chesapeake Bay make every event spectacular.

“A special event should be exactly that,” says Debbie Gosselin, president of Watermark. “In
addition to the luxury of a pristine yacht, our Captains and crew members take those extra steps to
ensure our guests have the perfect cruise event for their occasion.” Watermark receives accolades
from guests for the experience, the service and for the unique opportunity of their one-of-a-kind
event.

Charters are not always expensive, either. A bachelorette party for 10 on Miss Anne is very
affordable and comparable to an evening cocktail event. Or a lunch birthday cruise on Cabaret II
for 100 people could be less than the same event in a waterfront restaurant. Watermark wraps
everything up in one package with no hidden costs. Chartering a Watermark yacht allows people
to customize their event; from the date and time to the entertainment and food. But the backdrop
of the waters around the Chesapeake Bay always offers a dynamic, ever-changing backdrop.
Watermark’s home ports are Annapolis and Baltimore. Catherine Marie, Watermark’s flagship
vessel calls Annapolis home while Raven, Watermark’s newest yacht, aptly resides in the
Baltimore Inner Harbor.

Watermark ensures a professional event experience. From the original proposal to the launch of
the event, Watermark Event Specialists work with their clients in every detail. As the guests step

on board, Captain and crew are attentive, helpful and offer professional and polished service,
enabling everyone on the guest list to enjoy the festivities.

Brides and their families have an extra special place on Watermark yachts. Understanding the
amount of details a wedding entails, Watermark has a wedding coordinator for each weddingassociated event, allowing the bride, groom and all wedding party participants a knowledgeable
and helpful assistant. From simple decorations to extravagant menus, Watermark’s coordinators
are experienced in the extra-special care of wedding events.

“Chartering a yacht is a personal experience,” says Gosselin. “We want our guests to feel like they
have their own personal yacht and staff for their special occasion. With meticulously maintained
yachts, an expertly trained staff and crew, a unique and spectacular view on every cruise,
Watermark wants to ensure our guests a memorable event.”
About Watermark
Watermark immerses people in the history, culture and fun of the Chesapeake area more completely than
any other tour or charter company. Whether you want to learn or just enjoy, no one else offers so many ways
to experience this special place, both by land and by water. Watermark® an Annapolis-based, locally owned
and operated business, has been creating authentic experiences since 1972. Watermark sub-brands include
Annapolis Tours® by Watermark®, offering the original Annapolis colonial tours; Cruises on the Bay™ by
Watermark®, with the easiest way to have fun on the water; Yacht Charters on the Bay™ by Watermark®,
and Wedding on the Bay™ by Watermark®, offer flawless events on pristine yachts; Destination Education™
by Watermark®, gives teachers the most engaging way to immerse their students in history. For a complete
list of walking tours, sightseeing cruises, yacht charters and services offered by Watermark visit
www.cruisesonthebay.com.
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